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1111.1 report 1unruarf.zc1 n atudy to dotttrmtno tho atrongth and be-
stud shcHr connccto1~s embedded '-•i t:h in. 
r .. ct·.· ('lH~-·~··,•i ,:.,: "/ [ 1' ('~1 t• .~; f ·(; ~,ti • t· ,, t•''tt "t l 11,,, #.' ~ ' ......... " .. ~. i ·• l.... • .. . ' 't ..... ~ { Pl "" ... .. • l ' .. ~ •· l =· ~: . "" •. p !I ~ .,. '\.- ,, • ·111 is i. nves t iga t ion prov ides 
ma t c r i a l to he l r> i n such ;u1 t,' vu 1 u n t i c, n . • 
This stud~t ts bnsecl on tests of five composi.te beams. 'Ihe steel 
weight of 113 11cf ar1d a design strength of '•000 psi. 'fhe n1etal deck 
was p la i. n 18 ga u g c \'1 i th rib h c i g h ts o f 1- 1 / 2 , 2 , and 3 inches . The 
shear connectors \·1erc 3/4 inch d:ian1cter studs embedded i.n ribs, 1-1/2 
\OChes above the height of tl1e ribs. TI1e rib \vidth over l1ci.ght ratios 
were set at 1.5 and 2.0. The degree of partial shear co11nection varied 
between 20 and 50 percent. 
The characteristics of load applied to the beam as a function of 
midspan deflection, bottom fiber strain at midspan, and slips of the 
slab relative to the steel beam are reported as well as the load slip-
behavior .of the stud connectors embedded in the beams. Also failure 
. 
modes are presented. These results are compared with the work of other 
.investigators and existing design criteria. 
-1~ . 
.. 
atucl 1t1ttn1· ~ ~.,, .~.__ ,. . , '·' .._ ".- ,· ,_ , • t " c· ~ J ' c. , .,. .. --· : ' r --.. K - • ,r :'"" (-· ! t ,.~ ,,, !I' '~ i ' f ,.. ,, ~ .. + ;.-, ·•• '.I,. e1..--'·"'-~"'J - t ·-~ -'!' ,, .,.,.t .. t. -.-, M ,e; ... ~ ·;;. .,_1 , • .. ., •• , -~ .~ ,. • .• .,_ .. ~ 411· •,i,,, -, # 
Al tlO it 
vaa found t.l1nt thr ulti~~tc 11trcngtll of aucl, a connactor cnn be rein-
poai- tC be· ,.m·~ 1-·1 1t 1l fo•--ff<e<f t"""·("(' 'I 1 .i.,.Ct... 'l- .,,J .l_cJ\it ( __ •~._·i~.,·i•t•i; t:_._)!_-. g · u ,ii -i,;,11 •· _ i ._ •. .,.. _ , . • +-~ , , • , U 11.. _ I\ -~- • t _ I , ,._ r. " 
connection arc less stiff thnn similar beams with full Hhei.ir co,1nct-
tion~ For sltunt.i.ons t..•hich rt~quirc it, t:he loss in stiffness may be 
It vns also found 
deck can be accurately predicted provided the capacity of the shear 
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During th~ p:ant forty yrnra. forlM!d metal deck ha1 becoae the ao1t 
COllliiW> n f l o o r A nn t ura l 
off 1t1oot of this popular floor system \ti.as the dcvclop::;<·nt of compt'~; i tc 
beam design wf1crcfn composite action is achievc·d by means of shear con-
nector:: \,teldt·d thr()u~:h the deck to the steel beam fla11ge. Thi.s develop• 
men t: o c c ti r r c d f o r t ,,,.r n c n t i r t · J v d i. f f c r 1., n t c i r c urn:; t ~ 1 n c c s . \t.rh e n t h e 
corrugations of the deck run parallel to the bcnrn, it seen1s reasonable 
to assume that the condition of a haunched slab is simulated. There is 
not nruch c:-:per irncn ta 1 work available on th is condition since the few 
tests made indicated that the shear connection \·l3S not significantly 
affected by the ribs. It is probable that for certain uncommon rib 
geometries, that is, very high, narrow ribs, the shear capacity of the 
connector may be reduced somewhat. This case does not appear to be 
connnon in current design practice and is not investigated in this report. 
The second case, and the one more pertinent to the study presented in 
this paper, is when the corrugations are placed perpendicular to the 
beam and the shear connectors are placed in the ribs of the corrugations. 
The behavior of the composite beams for this case has been observed to 
·• 
- ' 
- ' . 
. • ' ·'-. ,!· differ substantially from that 
without the metal d~cking(l). 
expected of a similar composite beam 
1 •. 




' .. ..., 
. ' ' .. 
~-
llo•t lnltl•I 1tucll•• of thle lattor c.aae wre •d• oa • pro-
I b t , ·. .. l • 1• .· t .. (l) I.. .. pr o t" r y n I t • . n r • p ~ c t f t c product • t n bu t d , n a A pp , CA t on• ; nG Wt• 
to any conclu1ion1. 
(2) Io 1967 a dctai led study was re.ported by Robinson· vho obnervcd 
tlJ.at for h {gh t nll rrov ribs the hor i" ZOT1 tn l Sfl C:l r CHp.:l Ci. ty \tll S .ti f UflC ti 00 
of the rib geometry and was substantially less than the capacity of 
tht· stud~: in .:i sc,l id s1nb. TI11s study as well ns otherR indicated that 
d e ck i n g \,l i th s n1n l l co r rug n t i on s had no c f f e c t an d th e b c: h n v i o r w n s that 
of solid slab composite beams. 
In 1970, Fisher(!) summarized the investigations that had been 
done to date and suggested design reconnnendations. The pertinent con-
clusions that were drawn are as follows: 
(1) Within t11e ,..rorking load range, beam performance is not 
greatly affected by rib geometry. 
(2) The limiting rib width to height ratio for a shear 
capacity equivalent to that of a stud in a solid slab is 
approximately 2. 
(3) Once the shear connection strength is known, the beam 
performance can be predicted using the same criteria as 
for solid slab composite beams. 
(4) Connector strength is dependent ·on slab width as well as 
the geometry of the ribs. 
Currently, the Americah Iron and Steel Institute and a number of 




part of th•t on-going comprel1cn11vc at·udy. 
1be purpose of t.he study reported herein was twofold: ( 1) to 
evaluate the capacity and bcl1nvior of botl1 composite beams vi.th formed 
mctn 1 deck as n whole ae \/cl l llS the sf1enr connectors within the beams, 
and (2) tc> cnn1pnrc the r·c·sults nht~1int·d fror:1 this evnluntfon wi.th 
existing dcsif~n criteria. n1 i S S t' U d Y in VO l Ve d the fa b r i C a t: i O n n T1 d 
" 
teetfng of five composite specimens utilizing l1igh strer1gth steel beama 
in conju:1ction with li.ght\.;eight concrete slabs cast on formed metal 
deck. The spec iniens \-.rcrc d cs i gncd \,1 i. tl1 re 1 at i.vc ly low degrees of, 
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2.1 Te1t Progrnm 
n,e expt·rimental program of the study reported herein conaieted 
this study maintnt11cd f;~radc of stcc~l, strength of concrete) type- of 
decking, diameter of studs, slab reinforcement, rib slope, and loading 
as one level factors. This permitted the dtrect evaluation of varying 
width over height values and their influence on the connector shear 
strength and behavior for a low range of partial sl1cnr con11ection. 
Table 1 shows the breakdown of the experiment design in terms of steel ' 
section, clear span, and nu.mber of studs per shear span. 
Steel and concrete properties were maintained as constants within 
fabrication tolerances. Minimal wire mesh reinforcement used for 
shrinkage control was held constant for all specimens and was ignored 
in strength considerations. The steel beam sections selected were all 
the same except for one case which varied slightly. Slab widths were 
taken as 16 times the thickness plus the flange width. In several 
beams this resulted in span lengths which slightly violated the L/4 
limitation on effect·ive width. However, it was decided to maintain the 
wider width since the connection strength is apparently dependent upon. 
(1 .7) slab width as well as the geometry of the ribs ' • The thickness of .. 1 
the slab above the rib was held constant. The span length and number 
• 
.. 
of connoctora per cell varlM In ordor to •lat,.ala tho cl•trM of' partl.al 
•
L . .,. .... .. .. . , ..• , ,.. . . ir i . , • \ . ii - ,.. i .,, .. .,.. t n ~,·.... • ~- 1, , ~ i'.: - !.. i ~ .,. - .,. f :r,io .. !.:.. • • · 'f: ,, • 
A 11 .. d. l ,~ ,,, ' ,.· ' • " ~ ,, - . . f' ,· ' • •·.' J-lf- ii' • ~ • 'it.. ,, .- .... "' 'f -ft e;_ .. • Ill' ~..-
by varyina thetr tot•I hetgt,t in accordnnce vtth tltrr rtb grott.etry. 
1be 1haAr connection for all of th~ 1pttcimen.1 raported in thi1 
1tudy provide n pnrtinl. al1c-Ar connection of leas than 50 percent. 
Specir-:-:t·nr; 1c:)a, !C2h, nnd 1C1 werfl' proportioned ,;uch thnt the ntcel 
• I ' 
:!''t·· ... i 1,,·1· 1' ,- • ~ ...... ,._ ... . 4 full cnmpoRite 
action verc consi.dcrcd. Hence the in:t}~nitude of the horiznntnl shear 
force would be governed by citt1er tl1c connectors or the steel beam. 
For spcciniens lCl and 1c:t. the concrete slab controls; thus cfther the 
conn e c to rs o r th c s 1 n b ~: o \' e r n the h o r i :: on t ; 1 1 sh en. r . Th e d e gr e e o f 
partial shear connect ion can be exp res scd as the ratio of the l1orizontal 
shear force governed by the connectors to that governed by the steel 
beam or slab, as applicable, and is shown for each of the specimens in 
Table 2. 
Four-point loading was used to provide shear and moment conditions 
comparable to uniform loading conditions. The locations of the loading 
points were varied slightly so that each of the concentrated loads 




. 2.2 Test Specimens " ' 
All test • composite beams of high strength steel and specimens were 






an ahovn t n Ft 1,a. I throu&b 5. A photograph of b•• 1C3 bl,for• tuttna 
i I I hovra 1 fl 1· t g • 6 . 
ni~ 1terl 1cctton cho1en for all the speci.•n• except one •• • 
Vl6 X 1.0. rnr npt•cimen lc.t, th<" at~el acct1on chosen va1 • W16 X 45. 
f'1,,1\·,'. 
• j. ., .. . "" ' ; ~ 
96 incf1c~s i.n crous ucctic1n. for spccin1c,'ns lCl nnd lC] the:· ~;1~1h:~ t..:ert: 
4 inc•1es by 72 inches and 4-1/2 inches by 80 inc}1es, respect i vc ly. Re-
inforc·ernent of the slabs was the snmc for all specimens and consisted 
of 6 inch x 6 inch, 10/10 \,teldt·d \.ti re· r!1esh. It was placed at the mid• 
depth o f t l1 e so 1 id pa r t o £ th e s 1 a b w h i ch w a s n 1 so l 1 e l d con s t an t f o r 
all of the specimens at 2-1/2 inches above the top of the rib. The 
concrete slabs were cast without shoring. 
'11le metal decking for all of the specimens was 18 gauge with no 
embossn1ents. Specimens lCl, 1C2a and 1C2b had a width to height ratio 
of 1.5. Specimen lCl had a rib height of 1.5 inches and a rib spacing 
of 6 inches. Both specimen lC2a and 1C2b had ribs 3 inches high, with 
•' rib spacing of 12 inches. For specimens 1C3 and 1C4, the width to 
height ratio of the metal deck was 2.0. The rib height and rib spacing 
for specimen 1C3 was 2 inches and 6 inches, respectively and for 
specimen 1C4, 3 inches and 12 inches, respectively. The deck profiles 
are shown in Fig. 7. It should be noted that a 6 inch module was used 
for the 1-1/2 inch and 2 inch deck profiles while a 12 inch module is 
used for the 3 inch profile. The change in module size was dictated by 
the desire to limit the number of variables in the parent study 








. . . l 
.• ... -·' ... 
• 
ID 24 111dt width• aDd tut wtt.h the J tnch prof t lo ta 
,J6 inch vtdth1. 
1110 1hoar coanectora were 111 •bedded la the concrete •lab 1-1/2 
Sache I A bov ~ th t, top of the r f. b . Th t, r c, u 1 t ed l n a connector 1 e ng th 
lCl; nnd ]-1/2 ''1c;l1<•<: ,·.,,".- ''1 1··1,··{····t·'\ 1c··1 , .. ' ' . ' l "· ii,: ... • ' •' \. " .... ' .. " • ~ ,- } • 
" 
n1 f' C Cl t 1 tl c C f (\ ?' :i pH C i fl R .t ft 9 
1bown 1n Figs. l through 5, '-'HS !let at every 0ther r i h vn 1 I t·y for n.11 
five specimens. thnt is, 12 inches for specimens lCl and lC3 with a 
6 inch r i h rnnd u 1 e nnd 21, i nchc s for spec f mens l C2a, l C2b, and 1 C4 with 
a 1 2 i n ch r i. b rno du l c .. No t e th a t th e s 1) ; 1 c i n J: n (· v e r c x c cc de d the • 
maximum recommended for solid slab construction .. All single studs were 
welded to the outstanding legs of the flanges in a staggered pattern. 
2.3 Control Tests 
In order to determine the characteristics of the elements which 
made up the composite beams, control tests of the elements were con-
ducted. For each of the elements, a description of these tests and 
their results follow. 
2.3.1 Steel Beams 
The properties of the W16 X 40 and W16 X 45 sections of A572, Grade 
50 steel used for fabrication of the beams were determined from standard 
tensile test specimens. Since the steel beams came from different 
heats of steel, 
.beam, flame cut 
_. 
taken per beam: 
the coupons were machined from a 24 inch section of each 
a few feet from the support. A total of 4 coupons were 
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at rcss for all of the spec i.mcns was mucl, h fgl1cr thar1 tl1~'l t antic i pn ted 
for Grndc r)o !;tcel; in fnct it nK1rt! closely UJ)pro:,irnated tl1at of a 
Grade 65 stc(~l. Sii1ce the stec l ~;trcngt:h pr\)fnund ly r·f fee ts tl1e over-
a 11 s tr en gt h of t l1 e co tnp o s i t e rn e rn b c r , the s t re t q ~ ti 1 p r v d i c t i n 11 s for ca ch 
member using the theor·y described in Chapter 3, \,1ere based on the actual 
strength of the steel. The modulus of elasticity of tl1e steel tt1as taken 
as 29 x 103 ksi. 
A typical stress-strain curve· for a flange coupon from specime~ 
1C2a is given in Fig. 8. 
. . 
2.3.2 Concrete Slabs 
The structural light,;veight concrete used for the slabs was made 
with Nytralite expanded shale aggregate following the mix design given 
in Table 4. All of the concrete mixes satisfied the requirements of· 
ASTM C330 (Specification for Lightweight Aggregates for Structural 
Concrete). The cement was Type. 1 Por.tland. Cement; the fine aggregate 
was sand. 
', " ~ 






At tl\e 11n~ ti.me the benm npccim,.na vcrc caat • atx 1tandard 6 
preaaive atrength 1 t"nsilc strength, modulus of clnsti.city and density 
of the concrete. In conjunct ion wi tl1 the beam s pee 1mens tl1e cy 1 ind era 
vere r:1c) i :; t cu red for 1 l. days, th en st r lppcd and air cured u.nt i 1 the day 
of testing. 
flle cylinders used to determine the concrete compressive strength 
were capped with a sulfur capping compound and tested according to 
ASTM Standard 39 (Standard ?*fethod of 'rest for Compressive Strength of 
Molded Concrete Cylinders). 
The concrete tensile strength was obtained from split cylinder 
tests as described in ASTM C496 (Methods of Test for Splitting Tensile 
Strength of Molded Concrete Cylinders). 
The modulus of elasticity was obtained from the compression test 
oj the cylinders. In order to measure the strain, an averaging com-
pressometer with a 6-inch gage length was mounted on .the cylinder. 
During testing the dial gage was read at each 5 kip load increment which 
corresponded to a stress increment of 0.177 ksi. The modulus of 
elasticity was calculated from the difference in readings at 5 and. 40 
kips on the second cycle of loading to 50 percent of ultimate. Often 
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Olt1tou1l:, tbla •l&ht re•ult In a altghtly ht&hor v•luo th.111 t.bo ,ocant 
aodulua dotonatnod froe tho doforutton, At S And 40 ktp1. 
Tho den1ity of the concrota va1 dotenatnod fro• ttio vo.tgl1t and 
Wlu:1De of the cyl indflrn. The voluao va1 computed fr·o• the Aver.ago 
dime11r;innr; of the C'-;lindcra. 
,;, 
n,c rcstil ts of the concrete cylinder teat, a.re liated tn Table 5. 
'1h e v n r i a n c c \.: ~ 1 ~; n o t n i ;~ n f f i c n n t w i th i n c 11 c 11 h n t c 11 o { con c r c t c . fl1 e 
arc 11 s t e d in Tab l c 2 . Th cs c i n c l u de the con c r c t c c cH11p res !J i v e n t r en,: th 
I 
f and the modulus of elasti_city, E. A typical load-strain curve for C C 
the elastic range is given in Fig. 9. 
2.3.3. Stud Shear Connectors 
1be stud shear co11nectors conformed to ASTM Al08 specification 
and were welded directly through the metal decking to the upper beam 
flange using a stud welding gun. 1he soundness of the weld was tested 
by hitting the stud with a heavy hannner. Those studs witl1 questionable 
welds were bent 45 degrees from vertical. Those sustaining the defor-
mation were bent back to vertical; those not were replaced. 
The ultimate tensile strength of the stud shear connectors, as 
provided in a mill report accompanying the studs, are summarized in 
Table 6. Greater detail was not taken in determining the tensile prop-
.erties of the studs, since the degree of partial shear connection and 
strength of the concrete were sufficiently low so as to insure that 
tensile or shear failure of the stud would not occur. 
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2.4 To1t Proct4ur1 
• 
Load wnn applled hydraulically to the beam 1peci1Nna utlltztag 
the 5,0on kfp tcgtinR muchine in Frit~ E11gincering Laboratory. The load 
equally spaced, by mcnns of a scrir-n of three sirnply :;upr1c)rtr,d loading 
beams. Sheets of 0 .. 5 inch }iomosite were placed under the trnnsverse 
apre:1der beams in order to obtain a uniform load distribution on the 
b,e a r i n g ~~ u r fa c ~ o f th c s l a b s . Bo th s p e c i n1 c n s 1 C l and 1 C 3 were s imp 1 y 
auppor tcd on a c 1 car s1)an of 24 '-0". Spec imcns 1 C2a, 1 C2 b and 1C4 
were supported on a span of 32'-0°. llie test setup for the specimens 
is shown in Fig. 10. 
Each beam specimen was loaded in small increments of 5 or 10 kips 
from zero load to approximately its working load. Each beam was then 
cycles ten times between 5 kips and its working load. After cycling, 
the beams were again loaded in increments to near the ultimate load. 
At load levels near ultimate, load relaxation was observed, accompanied 
by unstable deflections and slips. Readings were taken when the dis-
placement stabilized. The load recorded was the maximum load obtained. 
Once on the plateau of the load-deflection curve, load was applied to 











n1~ inntrumcnttatlon Uted for e.ach te1t con1tated of clafl gaaea to 
lie A t.i u re end !i l i p n n d c en t c r 1 i n c d c ! l cc t i on s , c 1 e ct r J ca 1 B 1 t. p gag c I to 
atrain gages for atr,1in rncasurenlcnts. 
A 0.001 inch dial gage was used to measure the deflection at mid• 
1pan and the slip between tl1c top f langc of the st (•c 1 benrn and the rni.d-
beight of the solid part of the concrete slab at cacl1 end of the beam. 
To relate connector displace.ments with connector forces, slip 
measurements of the concrete slab between ribs were taken relative to ,..-
the steel beam flange. Slip measurements of the slab directly at a 
rib containing connectors were found to contain a contribution due to 
rotation. lherefore threaded steel rods, 3/8 of an inch in diameter, 
were embedded in the solid part of the slab in the void on either side 
of a rib containing a connector group. The rods were embedded 2 inches 
in the slab at a distance of 1-1/2 inches from the edge of the steel beam 
fl~nge. Placement of the rods is shown in Fig. 11. The movement of 
these rods was then averaged fro the relative displacement of the 
connector. 
To determine the force on an isolated connector group, six Type 
60. electrical resistance strain gages were placed on the steel beam, 
.·•13~ . ' . 




elthor 1ldo of th• connoctor aroup In • pla .. colaclcleat nth 1llp rode 
for 111 of tho 1poctNn1 excopt one, • total of fou:r cocmoctor 
poup1 vere tnolnted an dcncribcd above. The1c four group, vero •ll 
pc• r 
loc.a ted about midspan. St ruin Ellf:te s on the \te b -.'t: re cl i rn i na t cd n t tvo 
of tllc five locations nearest tl1c supports. The connector groups 
iaolated on cnch of the specimens arc circled in Figs. l through S. 
• 
n1c top of the slab on specimen 1C2a was also gaged to determine 
the trnnsverse stres!; distribution .:1nd to confi1-n1 that the shear lag 
conditions were cornparable to solid slab construction. 
Type A9 electrical resistance strain gages. 11le gages were placed 
symmetrically about the centerline of the slab with a 16 inch spacing 
at two loca t i.ons .. n-ie locations were 54 inches and 126 inches from 
the end support. 
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3.1 Cogn,ctor1 
The design crt.teria !or tl1e connector force vaa baeed oa the fol.• 




~-rib • O • 5 h ~-sol 
\-rib• ultimate shear connector strength in a 
cellular rib 
0 • ultin1ate shear connector strength in a ""'U-&ol 
solid slab 
· CD • average rib width 
h • rib height 
Ollgaard(J) has determined the strength of stud shear connectors 
in lightweight and normal weight concrete solid slabs as 
.. 
o = 1.106 A f ' 0 •3 E 0 •44 
,i-sol s c c 
' where f and E are in ksi and A in the normal stud area. The current C C S 
AISC design values for normal weight concrete were found to be about 
half that connector strength(3). 
The allowable shear connector strength in a cellular rib used to 
determine the working load was taken as one-half ~-rib. 
~1s-
>'Ir._-·.-,·-~-~~...__~--.:..".'"~-..~":·~--~-·--~-·-··--'-,,---,.,~:. :. ____ ,-, 
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Coaput•tiOfta of the 1hur connector 1trength for apcciaon IC2• aro 
at•• tn Appondtx A•• •a •••aplo. 
J.2 lt!!!t 
3.2.1 Working Load 
'nle vorki,ng lo.1d strength of the specimen• vae computed la 
accordnncc '-..1 i th /i.!SC Specific,1t1on for composite beams with the modi• 
fi en ti on s re cnr:i:rw nd ed by Fi :;her ( 1) to account for the effect of the 
metal decking. 
the elastic properties for the composite sect ion were determine·d 
• 
on the basis of the moment of inertia of the transforn1ed con1positc 
sect:I.on assuming only the concrete above the metal deck to be effective. 
However, the full slab depth including the ribs was used to determine 
the effective width of the slab. 
The section modulus for the beams was determined by the linear 
interpolation formula in the AISC Specification shown below to account 
for the partial shear connection. 
... . 
- ~ .... , .. 
where 
S = section modulus of steel section s 




Sb = section modulus of the bottom flange of the ,/ 
• I " f' • .~ ' i ..- I 
:, ' • ,-, Ii' .• 
. ,, 
composite section ., 
' '.' . . .. 
' 
" ' 
Vb = the total horizontal shear for a partial 
. . . 
shear connection (~ ~rib.) 
-16-
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Y11 • tb• tot•1 borlaont•I 11MNr for • full 
1hHr connoction. 
Por tho d•flect.lon coaputot ton, tho be•-• wr• •••llltld to be •• 
atitf •• tht!y would bo tf they had • full •ho•r connoctlon. 
An example of the tho vorktng load •trength are 
atven in Append i.x B for Specimen IC2a. 
the method for computing the fle.xural capacity of the beams ta 
e11enti.nlly thnt suggested by Slutter and Driscoll( 4 ) for composite 
beams. TI1c Rlah fnrcc \,;~;_is assun1Pd to be equal to tl1c number of con-
nectors ln the shear sp.nn rnult:iplic·d by tl1eir ultir:i;1te lc,ad as deter-
mined in Sec. 3.1. It was further assumed that the slab force acts at 
the centroid of the solid portion of the concrete slab above the top 
of the ribs. The same composite section considered for allowable 
stress computations is assumed for ultimate strength analysis. 
The ultimate strength computations for Specimen IC2a are given 
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4.1 Lofd Jlc{l cc t ton Bct1avtor 
Figt1rcr~ 13 throuf:.?1 17 shov the complete load-deflection curve• 
for t \.'\ •.·• ( f 't I• ! '. ~ ') .... • I' 1 '""1 ••. • 1 ~ • I" I• n ( l 1" t· t' ( l t 1 f" "I' l • f ~1 'i 't.. _.. _. '¥ ~.. .., t \ { 'l,. ,. .... .; ,~ 4' .., l '·--· ,-, ,\ -iJ.- • ~ .4j • • , ,i. \._ 4 i, 4J 
• • 
1"h e p r c d i c r e d ;,to r k i n g I o ad , 
y i e l d 1 on. d , and t: he i de a l i z <~ d r· 1 as t i c - p l n s t. i c l o ad d e f l e c t i ( n1 cu rv cs 
are indicated in these plots. Figure 18 shows the load-deflection 
curves within the working load range for all tr,e specimens, plotted 
• 
on a non-di1::,·11~:ion;1li::cd scale. TI1c dead load due to the wet concrete 
and the self weight of the bcan1 has been accounted for. 
11 . ~ 
All of the specimens were found to be 30 to 40 percent more 
flexible at the working load than similar specimens assuming full shear 
connection. In addition the loss of flexibility seemed to vary in 
proportion to the degree of partial shear connection, with the exception 
of Specimen 1C4. Baldwin(S) has shown that similar losses in stiffness 
can be expected for solid.slab composite beams with the same degrees 
· of partial shear connection. In fact, even for a 100 percent shear ·. 
connection, Baldwin found that losses on the order of 15 percent 
can be expected. The question to consider here is how significant is 
this loss of stiffness. The practice described in the AISC specifi-
cation for solid slab construction is to ignore the loss in stiffness 
. but limit the degree of partial shear connection to 50 percent. This 
seems reasonable since losses of 15 percent are not significant. 
'' ' 
' ' ' 





llhen tho partl•l 1hur conao.ctloa •• I••• than SO ,-rent c_ho 101101 
To nddrrnt1 th,~ fir,it pnrt of tlt!a qua1tton conatdcr not tho loaa 
atiffncs.s <)VCr :t non-cor,po~;ft,· r;y:;trr:1. A CC1~J1'•_T.;•·ri"' ,.,,f I\ " .. , ._ .... - .-)! ..... • • it.. .,. - ... '~ t• -•l1 '~ 11 <'If n ~ l . "' l. , ~ 11. it, ,. ,. --~ . 
ln stiffness is sl1ovn in Fig. 19 for the spccimenri repc,rted herri.n. 
Beam stiffness is non-dimensionallzcd on the ordinate by dividing it 
by t h c i d ,. · a l i z e d s t i f f r~ e .s s n f n non - c o n1p o s t t c s )' s t cm • The d cg r c e o f 
par t i a l S l l Ca r CO l1 n e C t i On i S Sh OWll O t1 the a b S C l :; r; a . n1 C 8 pf' C i i11 f• n S 
·reported l1crein are sl1own on tl1e plot alor1g with tl1c idealized stiff-• 
ness if fully composite. From this plot, it is obvious that the gain 
in stiffness for spccin1ens with a very low degree of shear connection 
is quite 11 igh whe11 con1pa red to a non- con1po site sys t crn. In fact, it is 
almost equal to a fully composite system, if a 15 percent loss 
from the iaealized case is taken into consideration. From such a com-
parison the loss in stiffness associated with decreasing degrees of 
shear connection seems insignificant. But can it be ignored? 
For cases where deflections are not of major concern it would 
seem as justifiable to ignore them at very low degrees of partial shear 
connection as it does to ignore them at shear connections of 50 
percent. However, for cases where deflections are of concern, they 
could be accounted for. Baldwin (S) demonstrates for solid slab· con-
struction that a linear interpolation of the beam stiffness with respect 
to the degree of shear connection (similar to the AISC Specification 
·- ~19-
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_,.. 111 • • Such 1,1 
co•J)Artaon ta uuadc in Fig. 20. In this fi.gt,re the mci15tJrt~d nt.1 t tnen• 
of ench npt·c ir::er1 1 a non-dtmcn.aion11l l.7.cd by 1 tn correapondlng '*effective" 
-I.. l t 1 't'." 11 l ' \ tt f(' . II ,,, .. .. , OW'fl On t l C ll ,> 8 C H ti :1 • c O r ll t l e !1 p c C 1 r:: t · n ~; t. i l f" e ,. ,1. t · c t 1 V e ! ; t 1 I ! n e 8 9 
{ia shown to be very conservative; extremely so for the~ lower degrees of 
ahcnr connection. 
> A better "effective•• stiffness could be defined by a parabola of 
• 
the form: 
(El - EI) C 8 
where EI and EI are the stiffnesses of the composite and non~composite C 8 
systems, respectively, and v'h/Vh is the degree of partial shear con-
nection. This second definition of "effective11 stiffness is also com-
pared to the measured stiffnesses in Fig. 20. It is apparent from this 
plot that this "effective" stiffness is a much better approximation of 
the actual stiffness and at worst is no less accurate than the accepted 
expression for stiffness at a 100 percent shear connection in a solid 
slab composite beam. Thus, in cases where deflections can not· be 
ignored they could be accounted for to the degree desired in members 
with low degrees of partial shear connection. · ,. ... 
,· , .. , 
' f' 
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Collplrablo p•1111noftt aet1 In the •poclaftftl attor unloading !r011 
dcv1.ntcd tro:::: 
•••• to be A reasonable evalwation. 
For all of the 1pecimens except 1C4 yielding of the bottom flange 
wa observed at or above tl1c predicted yield load level, as indicr,tcd 
on Fir,s. 13 thrnugh 17. n,1c observed yielding typically defined the 
beg i n n i n g o f t h e II kn e e II po r t i 011 n f th e 1 n ;1. d d r· f 1 e c l i o n c tJ rv c . A 1 so 
characteristic of all tl1c load-dcflccti.on curves was an ob1;<·rvcd • 
plas t le l1ingc near midspan at the end of tl1e knee port ion wl1erc the 
plateau begins. lllis observation is also noted in Figs. 13 through 
17. 
All of the specimens fell within t 6 percent of their predicted 
ultimate load, thus demonstrating considerable reliability in the 
reco1I111ended design criteria(!). The actual and predicted flexural 
capacity for each specimen is shown in Table 2. Also the specimens all 
demonstrated considerable ductility which is indicated by midspan 
deflections between 13 and 22 inches. These values represent deflections 
in excess of 15 times the predicted working load deflection for all of 
the specimens. 
There were three major differences between the two specimens 
· ·:-· which slightly exceeded their predicted ultimate and the three which ' ' 




~. . ' 
and l'.DOfflfn t grnd lent a wrc the •Ame for a 11 apcc i mt•nn. Stud 1 r I on 
conn«·c r "'r r,p;tc ! n~ h.n.vr· ind 1 cnt.r-d that 1pncing tnny have an ef feet on t.be 
. (6) pcr!ortnartce nnd !,trt·r1~:r r: ("f C( 1 ::--:pr 1 ::: r,· r,(·.i::1~i 
• ltowevct", tl1~ range 
over which the specimens dcviiitt· from their predicted u ! r fc7:,;1t c:; i ~; too 
S1Nll and the nu.mbcr of specimens presented l1crci.n i1, too fc"W to con-
elude ;rnyth inf~ speci fi.c conccrni.ng connector spacing. It seems re.aeon• 
able t(1 nssunH: th;1t the efft·ct c1 f connector spacing i.n composite beam.a 
vi th so l id s 1 abs i s a b·o u t th c s am c f o r corn po s i t c b t.} :1 n1 s \,.1 i th f o rrn e d 
metal deck and that the closer the connector spacing the better . • 
Lastly, it was found for the specimens reported herein that the ratio of 
maximum test moments to predicted flc:-:ural capacity tended to decrease 
as the ratio of ribs with two connectors per rib to tl1e total number of 
ribs with connectors increased. Robinson(l) has noted that ribs with 
double connectors do not provide twice the strength of ribs with single 
connectors. However, the model developed in Ref. (1) for connector 
strength in a rib was based on pushout specimens with two connectors in 
a rib and beam tests with single and double connectors. Therefore, it 
should provide a lower limit on the average connector strength. Thus, 
as with connector spacing, the deviation from predicted beam strength 
is too small and the number of specimens reported herein are too few 
to conclude anything other than that the more single connectors per rib 
the better. 
Another way to evaluate the recommended design criteria(!) is to 
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le couldorod 11 tho ratio of the aaxl- flewr•l capacity ab•orvod 
au.pport the recommended de& tgn cri terin. A compnr i rton (>f .•nrk ing 
lond r::,c,r~ent h:1scd on tl1c recommended critertn witl1 tl1c flexural 
en p ,1 c i t y r1 f · ( B) f. £ l 1 b id h r :, t • d r:: t e :; t :: n r; a trn c t ion o . t 1 c r . v t .·· 
over liclght ratio rind the degree of part i .'.11 !d'tt';tr c,:,nnc·c ti nn is shown 
1:,\ in Figs. 21 and 22 respectively. Super impot1ed on these J) lo ts arc data 
from tl1e spec imcns reported herein. n1c data for these specimens 
ag r CC w i. t l 1 t 11 C r Cs u 1 t s () f CH r 1 i Cr s t ll d i C 8 • 
4.2 Load-Strain Behavior 
For Specimens 1C2a and 1C4J the strain in the bottom fiber at 
midspan is plotted as the abscissa with the applied load as an ordin.ate 
~ in Figs. 23 and 24, respectively. Specimen 1C2a demonstrated load• 
strain behavior typical of all of the specimens except Specimen IC4. 
The yield load and the yield strain is indicated on each graph for 
reference. Both the loads and the strains have the dead load effect 
subtracted. Also shown in the figures are the idealized linear slopes 
of the load-strain curves for both a rigid connection and the actual ~ 
partial shear connection of the member using the AISC effective section 
modulus. 
All of the specimens exhibited a linear load-strain relationship 
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ourvo1 boco•• tncru•tnal, non•lino•r until at th• yteld atratn th,-, 
unly. 
1 tn8 t ll i 8 CO n I t ll O t lt n d t h C." ti CC t i OU Ot>d U l \J ti i !:i ,ti f Un C f 1 n n c! f t h f' d r r, r ff 0 
of al1enr connect ion nf1d tt1e cross 1ect ion geometry. n,creforc, the 
dev i a t i .r 'j n f r , n;1 1 f n e ~ 1 r i t y h e f c> re r c ,, c }1 i n g t h t- y i e l d s t: r a i n can on l y be 
a br e,a kd ovn in th c she a r conn cc t i on . r,. or a l l o f th e s p e c 1 ::1 en !~ t· x c t· p t 
1C4, it was observed that tl1e load-strain curves deviate fron1 linearity 
at about the same straln tl1at non-linearity begins on tl1e stress-strain 
curves of the control spec i rnens. Also, for these specimens the 
deviation from linearity at the yield strain for the load strain curves 
is comparable to that for the stress-strain curves. Compare, for 
example, tl1e stress-strain curve for Specimen 1C2a shown in Fig. 8 
with Fig. 23. Therefore, for the specin1ens reported herein, it is 
believed that the non-linearity of the load-strain curve below the 
• 
yield level is due to the non-linearity of the stress-strain relationship 
of the high strength steel and not a breakdown in the shear connection. 
For specimen 1C4, however., the pattern described above was not· 
observed. Deviation from linearity on the load-strain curve occurs 
at a much lower strain than that observed.for the steel stress-strain 
curve. Also the deviation at the yield strain is much greater on·the 
load-strain curve than on the stress-strain curve. Therefore, it is 
reasoned that a change in shear connection must occur during the loading 
to affect the section modulus. 
·-24-
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-It ta tatoro1ttna to note tho llnurtty of tho lt>ad-1fr4t,, curve• 
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cal cu lattld from the Al SC fort:iu 1,, in ti 
actual section mo-dulus. Thia difference bctwt·cn tl1e :,ctunl .1nd prc-
d ict ~cl ncct i.on mo.du 1 us 1 tt 1n I inc wf. th the prevlou• d iacuss ion on 
bcnm stf ffnr::::: prr·::,·ntcd in Section .'i. l nb<)VC. Also B.nldwfn(S) hae 
noted sin1ilar discrcpencief; between nctunl nnd predicted section 
aodulus for solid slab composite beams. 
• 
For Specimen 1C2a additional strain measurements were taken on 
the top surface of the concrete slab. The measurements were taken at 
the locations described in Section 2.5 and the distribution of strain 
for various load levels across the slab at the innermost location is 
shown in Fig. 25. T11e sections ins trumcnted s110\,;ed an increase in the 
strain distribution for each load level up to the onset of longitudinal 
cracking. At this point both sections showed a drop in strain across 
the slab. The section nearest the end then showed an increase in 
strain for successive load increments while at the section further in 
from the support a continued decrease was observed. lb.ese strain 
distributions indicate the effectiveness of the full width of the slab 
in accounting for the non-uniform distribution of stress across the , 
slab due to shear lag. These distributions were found to be in agreement 
with both theoretical predictions(9) and a previous test·on a composite 
beam with formed metal deck and a full shear connection(lO). For 
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For Spt~ci.mcna 1C2a and 1C4 tho slip betveen tt1e slab and the beaa 
ly \Jith rhc i · n•; r > r, 1 n :1 t t • • 1 n P ~· tJ r k f t 1 r. , y J r· 1 d , u 1 t .f m.11 t e 
lo n d l c \re ls rn 1 ti us th c d (~ad 1 o ad .-1 re .i n d 1 ca t e d n t1 ea c h ! : r; 1 p h . ..rh e p lo t 
for Specime11 1C2,l is typical of all the specimens e;{cept Spec:itner1 lCl+. 
A.11 of the specimens except 1C4 l1ad similar sliJ)S on eitl1er end 
of the member until within 4 percent of tl1eir ultimate load. For these 
four specimens tl1e ratios of the maximum end-slips ranged between 1.1 
and 1.6. For spccirne11 1C4, tl1e end slips begin to deviate about half-
• 
way between the working and the yield load levels or at about 60 percent 
of the ultimate load. The ratio of tl1e maximum end slips for specimen 
1C4 was found to be 2.5. All of the specimens behaved symmetrically 
about midspan except 1C4. 
-;,· 
The amount of slip at the working load after 10 cycles of.loading 
was observed to be between 0.04 and 0.11 inches for all specimens. The 
amount of slip was generally found ·to be inversely proportional to the 
.degree of partial shear connection-with the exception of Specimen 1C4 • 
. 
All of the load:-slip curves become non-linear after the first few· , . · 








loading potttt rar1grd from 0.0105 to 0.015 tr1cho1, or about 10 percent 
Aa the lond npproachcd ul ttmnto the load-1ltp curve• beco•• 
alip recorded before termination of testing in all cases 0 ( l !.i (' rv Cd 
to range from 1 to 2.4 incl1es or about 20 times the slip at working 
load, thus demonstrating considerable ductility of the shear connection • 
• 11le mctt1od for dctennin inf; the slip of tl1c connector group 
re 1 at i v c t o t l1 e s t c e l b ca 1n f l an g c ,.; a s d cs c r i b c d in Sec t ion 2 • 5 • Slip 
was measured on ci ther side of the cor1ncctor as opposed to right at 
the rib because it had been observed in previous tests that the defor-
mation of the rib contained a contribution due to rotation as well as 
translation. This rotation resulted from the cracking of the corner 
of the concrete rib and the simultaneous bending deformation of the 
stud embedded in the cracked rib. The slip on either side of the 
connection group was then averaged to obtain the relative slip of the 
connector. The single exception to this procedure was for the outer-
most gaged section nearest the support on both ends of specimen 1C2a. 
This section corresponded to the last connector group in the shear span 
and experienced rotation. Hence only the reading of the gage on the 
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of the alip to incrc.ase from the center o! the :ipan tointrdn the 
-..aupport. tfowevcr, .r1 s l ip,ht dcvinti,on in this cx·pectcd behavior va, 
noted in the spt·c ir:1t·n:; \,,!i th .1. 32 ft1< 1 t spnn at those sections nearest 
the support for Io;1d lc~vels t1pprc1:1chint: t11t· uJ t ir:1:itt· load. TI1cse 
deviations can be attributed to the decrei1sc in sens1 tivity of tl1e 
• 
electronic slip gage to these large slips. Also these deviations 
cot1 1 d re f 1 cc t so n1 e r o ta t ion in tl1 e s 1 ab . I f this 1 at t er poss i bi l i ty 
was corr cc t , i t wou 1 cl ma t t er 1 i t t 1 c i 11 r c l at in~; th c force on the con-
nector to these slips since the connector force has already reached its 
practical purposes. 
4.4 Failure 
As the load approached the ultimate strength the stud shear con-
nectors attempted to punch out through the ribs. There were only a 
few isolated incidences of horizontal shear cracking at the top of the 
concrete ribs: one in Specimen 1C2a and three in Specimen 1C2b. The 
photograph in Fig. 29 shows a typical rib failure. Figure 30 shows 
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in Figs. 1 J tl1rot1gt1 1 7. 
It was .:1lso observed that a certain amot1nt of slab upltft between 
...._,, 
ribs vftl1 connectors was present in all specimens nt ultimate lo:id. 
has bet.·n :1ho,.r1n thn t the pre S(~nc c of tap 1 i ft tends to dee rc~a sc tllc 
de c r c ;1 s e i n s t r en g t h w o u l d .:.1 l s c> s c c rn r c :1 s o n ; 1 b 1 c f o r s l a h s \•l i t: h 1 n e ta l 
It 
• 
deck since the slab is acting as an eccentrically loaded compression 
member, spanning bet~,,een connectors, with no vertical restraint between 
connectors. 'fhe uplift forces caused by bowing of tl1e slab away from 
the steel bea1n n1us t tl1en be counteracted by tensile forces in the con-
nectors which act in combination with shearing stresses. The maximum 
uplift was found to be as little as 1/8 inch for Specimen lCl, approxi-
mately 1/2 inch for Bpecimens 1C2a, 1C2b and 1C3, and as much as 1 inch· 
for Specimen 1C3. The first observed occurrence of slab uplift is 
indicated on, the load deflection curves in Figs. 13 through 17. ·· This 
uplift occurred first and most prominently in the outer shear span, 
· ·between the support and the ·outermost load point, on .each end. Figure. 
·33 is a photograph showing typical slab uplift.· • 
-29~ 
• 
Cont r I but tn1 to tho senora I do tor ior A f I. on of tl1r e,it1c r~ rt" ri la h, 
diagofial tensile cracks. n1cse cr:ickri occurred only in the r,·r1rHl of 
the lPnd 11ointn nnd ,1lwnyn nt the outer lolld points fir,;t. 11tv fnct 
thnt tl1t· }p;1d pnints :1i-t· poir1ts c,f stidden cllnnges it1 sl1cnr is probably 
cracks could in part be due tc) the restrnii1t of rib rot :it ion by the 
transverse spreader bea1ns. n1c flexural cracks were also n(>ted to 
• 
occur at about tl1e same ti.me that yielding ,,,as observed in tl1e bottom 
f langc n s irrl i ca ted on tl1e 1 oad d c· f 1 ec t ion ctirvc s, Figs. 13 tl1rough 17. 
Figure 34 is a pl1otograph of a typ ica 1 f lcxt1ra 1 crack. 
Another localized failure commonly observed for all the specimens 
was the longitudinal crack.ing of tl1e cor1crete slab along its ccnterli11e 
at approximately the working load. These cracks first appea1-ed on the 
upper surface of the slab as hairline cracks in the outer shear spans 
extending from the outer load points to the end of the beam then prop-
agated along the entire major axis of the slab as loading progressed. 
In some instances, particularly near midspan the main cracks dispersed 
into two or three parallel cracks, 4 to 6 inches apart or approximately 
the width of the steel beam flange.· The. cracks gradually opened up_ 
and appeared to pe·netrate the entire thickness· of the solid part of the 
.. slab above the ribs, but in no case was the cracking severe until very 
near the ultimate lo·ad. This l.ongitudinal cracking ·was caused .·by the 
~30- · 
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varpitlg. respect i vc l)'. 
Genet·nl ly accompanying tlle longitudinal crackit1g of tl1c slabs 
Vias bot1d failure hctwt?Cfl the metnl deck and tl1c sl11b. n1c first obser• 
vancc nf bond f.nilurc f.s i.ndicnted in Figs. 13 thi-oug.h 17. TI1e amount 
but bccan1c quite pronounced ,is the ultizn:ttt· 1n~td \,l~t:; :1ppro:tcht·d. 'fl1e 
loss of stiffness of the slab due to bond failure probably contributed 
to. the a1nount of uplift 1nentioned previously. Also, considering that 
bon<l failure occurred at the service loads for these specimens, it is 
pert i. n en t to rec a 11 that the n1e ta 1 d cc k in g us c d in t 11 cs e specimens had 
no embossments. Emboss1nents are conunonly found on cormnercial ly produced 
deck and are generally considered to contribute to the bond strength. 
Though difficult to evaluate, a comparison with tests on solid slab 
composite beams revealed that bond failure did not influence the 
behavior on strength of the specimens. Typical bond failure at ultimate 
load is shown· in Fig. 37. 
Commonly preceding longitudinal cracking and bond failure in all 
of:.the specimens was the occurrence of transverse, negative moment type 
cracking in the top of the slab just inside the first and second 






becluao, In tho roalon noar tho aupport tlto local ,,vg4t lvr, ~,mr,,, Jtrt•·, 
beam as discussed 1,n Section '•· 3 nnd i l lu:;t:rnted in Fig. 2 7. ~111erc are 
two poss i h 1 c e>rp 1 nnn ti ons for this 1 ack of symmet 1··y: ( 1) n shear con-
nectnr failure, or (2) :t 1nisnlif~nn1Pnt in the tc,flt setup. As disct1ssed 
in Sc·ct:inn l+.:3, the l·ffr·ct ivt· sc-ct·ion 1:i.idu]t1!; Sl'etns to h~1ve been 
• 
affected at the \,1orkit1fi load level for tl1i~; speci1ncn. llo\,1ever, it 
should be noted that no sudden local"'i-zed failure, such as ~1 connector 
shearing off, ,,,as observed during testing tl1at ,.,ould indicate premature 
failure. Rather, by con1parison of tl1e load deflection behavior with 
the otl1er specimens, tl1e performance of Spcci.n1e11 1C4 is sin1ilar. See, 
for example, the load-deflection curves 'tvith observations noted in 
Figs. 13 through 17. 
failure is doubtful. 
Thus the possibility of a premature connector 
The only other plausible explanation for the unsy11anetrical but 
otherwise similar behavior and the lower than predicted strength is 
misalignment of the load beams. It can be shown that a small misalign-
ment in the load points could produce a 5 percent-reduction iri the 
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percent lowo·r than prodlctod 1trongth oxporlcmco by Spoeiaon IC4. Al• 
Some ett~ngr lfl loading could 
\ 
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on tf1c same order as that of tl,e otl1er spcclmcns rcportvd hci·t?in. 
4.S Connector Force - Load Behavior 
· 11le forces on a connector group were obtained by meast1rinf~ the 
strain profiles on either side of a connector group as described in 
Section 2.5~ TI1ese profiles were then converted to stress distri• 
but ions, ,.;hich ,,,ere int:cgra tecl to detern1ine the net force and moment 
in tl1e steel bean1. '111c force in the slab t,1as the11 found frorn equi 1 i-
briurn. Assuming that all the shear is transmitted by the shear con-
nectors, the force in the shear connector group must then be equal to 
the difference in slab force on either side of the connector group. 
The value of the slab force was checked by comparing the internal 
moment to the external moment using the model shown schematically in 
Fig. 39. It assumes that the slab and beam have equal curvatures. The 
horizontal force, F, transmitted between the slab and beam by con-
nectors is assumed to act at the centroids of the solid part of the 
slab and the beam cross .sections. The total internal moment is then 
equal to.the sum of the individual moments· in the slab and beam, M 
s J 
•· I ,• ' ' 
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and Nb. ro•poctlvoly, plu,1 ttio addltloMI c"uptu due, to tlto ttorlaontal 
forcet1 • F. Thu• 
The only unknowtl f.n tltr nbovc (iixpreanlon ta the fDOment in the 
slab, ~f • 
5 
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t,h e s t r a i. n d i s t r i bu t ion n n d th c- re b v t h c r c !i u l t i n f ~ fi l a h fc1 r <~ c fl n d ,, 
moment because of the metal decking on tllc bottom si,dc of tl1c slab. 
ffo,.;evez~, in ret:i<1ns of hi 1:h rnomcnt, ncnr the 111icldle of the span, the 
maxin1un1 contribution th~Lt this ~;]dh n1,)tnent could n!;tke is t1e;:~ligihlc in 
comparison to the co1nbincd nlc)n1ent produt:ed by tht· steel henn1 rnonH.:nt, ~\,, 
and the couple resulting from the horizontal forces, Fz. n1erefore, 
the slab moment was assumed to equal zero. 
The effect of assuming the slab moment equal to zero for the 
above model is that any difference between tl1e external and internal 
moments reflects the slab moment. For a check on the slab force to be 
reliable using this model, the difference would have to be negligible 
near the middle of the span. Good correlation between internal and 
external moments was observed for all isolated connector groups except 
those near a support. The average difference between the two was less 
.than 5 percent of the external bending moment for those connectors 
greater than 5 feet .from the end. For the other connector groups the 
· difj;erence was as great as 25 percent. Therefore., it was concluded· 
·that the strain.distributions away from the support accurately reflect 
,;. . 
•il.·· 
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th• 1lob fore• and. thu. tho forco on the connector group. Slnco tbo 
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actual moment 1,1 t.he slab. 
For Specimens 1C2a and lC3 tl1c connector force. Q. found b;t the 
above procc~dt.tr<~, is plott:cd llS a funct i,on of tht· l_ 0.1d in r· i R'! . ~ t. ... l;O nnd 
4. J. 1~ ~.· t.' 1 ·1 • , '. • •. 1 ·u •• J '.t 
"'·'l''l··'··/" 1i 1 t· :: e p 1 c> t s a re r c pres c n t n t i \t e o f s i m t 1 a r p lot s for 
the other spr·c i tnf'ns. 
• 
I. . '{·.l l" {~ ( }":~~.1 ·11·· ·1· , .• ,··1 • 1 ·.l' l l" 1 '! · l ,. t·• t.' ' - ·" tq: .~ ,"l\ ,. j-·"-· 1·1, .._) -· bn th the cClnncc t ion force 
and the load ;1re olottcd on a non-ditnensinnal scalt· ;1s ()/<) r 
. ·u 
• 
P/P \,,here Q is the ultimate rib streni~th and P is the ultitnate load, u u u 
both o f ,1h i ch n r c pr c d i c t cd by the th co r y d is cuss cd in Sect i o 11 3 • 
'11'1e \•Jorkin1~ lo;1d ;1nd yield load \,Jere found to be approximately 45 and 
72 percent of the ultimate load, respectively for all of the specimens 
and are so indicated on the plots. 
A study of the plots reveals a pattern lvhich is idealized in 
Fig. 42. First~ these plots indicate that those connector groups in 
the outer shear span redistribute shear forces to those in the inner 
·. shear span as the load is increased. The outer connector groups seem 
-,, 
to reach a peak in their connector force value at about the working load 
then fall off slightly. As these outer connector groups begin to 
experience a decrease in resistance the inner connector groups begin to 
resist more force. Nearly all o:ethe connector groups for all of the 
. ' 
_. . specimens exhibit t.his characteristic·. One ·of the outer connector· 
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, t· i , • , ·:, ,. • ( .• f. ~. r '• ~ i" .._ ,,; .. . M- "'- ll, 
predict ions for bet:un strength whtch .-1srturne a t:tn1nector fr1rcP 
1/2 0 nt both wn:rkin!.: nnd vield londs. Botl1 Specimens 1C2a and 1C2b 'l1 - , 
deviated fro,n this sc·ct111d TI1c average vnlue of the 
. 
c• 1) ' • . . ] f, l ' • ~ l • ·' l' (' (' •~, (~ 
-,JI \..."-.-•+\....11,_) 'l~-.-·if,..)- to he :; t:t1 ;1d i l)t incrcnsfng 
vith values slightly below Q at the working load level ;rnd sl i,:htly 
u 
higher than Q at the yield load level. As the ultin~tc load is ap-u 
proachcd and the plateau is begun on the load dcflcctior1 curve, the 
con 11 e c tor force v a 1 ue s are see 11 to inc re Gs e an cl o ft en exceed their 
predicted capacity. This behavior is also in line \•1ith tl1e tl1coretical 
model used to predict strength and behavior. As the plastic hinge 
starts to form, the neutral axis will shift and the connectors are 
subjected to increasing load and finally equal or exceed their expected 
capacity. Thus with a reasonable amount of tolerance for the scatter 
typical of test data, it can be seen from the connector force versus 
load plots that the specimens generally behaved in the manner predicted. 
4.6 Connector Force - Slip Behavior. 
,,·' . . . 
The connector forces were. -relat:edto· the ·loca,lized slips at the 
' . 
· connector. · A no·n-dimensional plot of the connector force over its··. 
~36- · · 
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prodtet.~ ,,ltl•to valu• a, • function of lt1 1llp 11 ahow I.a Pl1,1 • 
off ni- pct1k nnd drop to some 111.glttly lc,wer v,1lur fc)J· a ,:ont;ider.1hlc 
1 inc .-1 r 1 i n e H i n d i c a t es t 11 e f i r ti f. c y c 1 r· o f lo n d i n g n n 1:l th t ~ no l id 1 in es 
show bel1avior on tl1e lost cycle . 
• 
'!be load-slip relntionsl1ip for continuous loadfng r>f stud sl1car 
connectors in composite beams with solid slabs has been dcterrnincd ()) 
as: 
/ (1 e-18Y)0.4 Q ~ = -
where: 
• 
Q = connector force 
-~ = ultimate connector strength 
= connector slip relative to steel beam flange 
This relationship is shown on the connector force - slip plots for each 
specimen, see Figs. 43 through 47. 
• 
The connector force - slip curves shown in the figures bear a·· 
· , ·· remarkable resemblance to the load-slip relationship for solid slabs. - > 
This observation is further substantiated by the connector -load-slip 
curves prese~ted in Ref. (5). In fact only the magnitude of the 
• • 
. 
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Bccnunt.• rlf 1:h<· ln:.1d le,tcl to whicl1 the composite be.am was loaded 
continuot1s loading and rclo:tdin;~ iri n<lt cti:;ti?1J:t1i::h~ii.1!<· ,·:-:cr·;it fc1r 
Specimf•n 1C2n. n1c i,nitlal load level prinr to cycling \,t1:1s quite high 
for this specimen and tl1c resulting lniti~1l connector load-slip curves 
-, Spec i rn en 1 C 2 a a r c n 1 so co n1 p ;1 t i b 1 e ,., i th the load- cl i : ; p 1 : l c c inc· n t exp r cs s ion 
found for solid slabs. '111e stiffness of the reloadint; curve is obse1ved 
to be c0nsidcrably less than obtained for connectors in solid slabs. 
(3) 
Ollga~1rcl found tl1c initial slope of the reloading curve of solid 
slabs to be about 80. 
The initial slope of the reloading curves for connectors between,. 
the end support and the first load point ,vas found to be betcveen 10 and 
20. For connectors between the first and second load points the slope 
was between 25 and 35. Specimen 1C3 provided steeper slopes which 
I 
were between 35 and 50. This decrease in stiffness for connectors 
embedded in slabs with metal decking seems reasonable since there is. 
less concrete around the connector and hence it is more susceptible. 
to permanent deformation during loading. Ollgaard's expression for 
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4. 7 Ult t ~1tc j:onncctor Strength 
n1t" m ..!'t>ttrnum lond ohtni.ne,d for each of the 1peclmen1 vaa uae·d to 
fai, lurt·. :1,,~,.,,. l"'r.• 
• *' -1 ii: '6 • .; ,.r J , ff.1 rc(· 
ultimate con11ector fo?"cc~ i.s indicated on the ncnl-di!1H·n:;i,11i.t] con-
va 1 uc cc,r1p:t r<· :; f ;1 Ve) r;.1 h 1 y w f th the nvc rnf-te maximum conncc tor force 
sho,,111 on th(· t)/(J - '{ plot in al 1 cases but one. For Specimen 1C3 the 
l1 
average n1;1 x int tu11 v a l u e o f t h e con n c c t o r f o r c c s p 1 o t t ( ! d i s \,,re 1 1 h fl 1 o \., 
the average ultimate calculated. A plausible explanation for this 
occurrence is that the four connector groups isolated for instrumenta-
tion did not develop their full capacity and their shortage was 
carried by so1ne of the other co11nectors or tl1e friction developed by 
the ribs under a load point. This explanation can best be seen by 
considering the Q/Q - Y plot for Specimen lCl in Fig. 43. For this u 
specimen three of the connector groups are lower than the average 
ultimate per connector group. However, the one remaining connector 
group peaks at a load in excess of the average ultimate value, then 
levels off at this value confirming the ability to redistribute force · 
to other connectors as mentioned above. Also it must be remembered 
··that the slip gages were disconnected as the load approached ultimate 
·the beam. Therefore, the strength of the connectors in this range 
I. 
··•·· 
: ~ .,, 
• 
• I : 
,• 
u 1 t t m.11 tr tt t r c n ~ tl1 u f a con"" c tor in a r f. b • n1 i. ff r c .. 1 n t f <> n n h t p f o r con-
n cc tor titrr-nf:th nu n funcr: inn nf the rih uidt:h c,vcr hei,ftht rati.o is 
th i s r,. 1 ~1 t i nn-
. 
r; p e c l r:H· n 
sl1i p. Also the measured u 1 ti.ma tc values of thr- i sol ;1 ted con nee tor 
grotips is .,-:1lso shown. ntc cornp;1rison shows a substantial amount of 
sc:itti·r of the data. ·111e ori;,;in:11 relationship \.;as developed from push-
off and t (·.· s·~ t "." . ... .. > • 
data and the line fitted to it. 111e results arc also rc:_1sona.bly com-
patible with the scatter in test data for solid slabs(J)_ The com-
parison suj;gests that the relationship for t1lti1nate connector strength 
in a beam is reasonable. It is also apparent that connectors can 
maintain enough strength and ductility to establish a predictable 
average. 
The value of the average ultimate connector force is extremely 
· sensitive to small changes in the applied moment near ultimate. It was 
found for the specimens discussed herein that a one percent change in 
the value of the ultimate moment caused approximately a four percent 
change in the value of the average ultimate connector force. A similar 
relationship can be shown to exist for solid slab composite beams. 
This relations·hip explains the amount of scatter of the test data found 
.tn ~ig. 48 •. Also, considering. the demonstrated ·ductility and 
' ' 
' 
' ; ' 
. 
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~, §UHMARY . AND CONCYJSIOtfJ 
steel composite t,cams witli formed rnctnl deck .and l<n,1 part 1.:11 s;hc·;ir 
connection. TI1c purponc of t:l1e investig:ation vas tvofold: (1) to 
wl1ole ;1s ,.;el 1 n.s the stud :;he.tr c11?1n1·(·f nr.'1 \,ti thin tht· heams; ,ind (2) 
to compare test rcstilts \,;ith cxistinJ: design criteria. 
· The steel used ,r1as l1igh strengtl1 1\S 12, c;radc 50. The sections 
selected ,.,ere lvl6 X 40 for :1 l l tcs t spec in1ens except cn1c ~,1l1 i ch I1ad a 
W16 X 45 section. The concrete was ligl1tweight with a unit \,1eight of t 113 pc£ and a design strength of 4000 psi. The slab thickness was 
' ' . 
-:. ' 
kept constant at 2-1/2 incl1es abo\re tl1e metal deck rib. Slab width was 
set at 16 times the total slab tl1ickness, includin.g tl1e height of the 
rib, plus the width of the steel beam flange. Minimal reinforcement of 
6 inch x 6 inch, 10/10 welded wire mesh was used. The metal deck was 
plain 18 gauge. The rib heights of the deck were set at 1-1/2, 2, and 
3 inches to establish variable rib width over height ratios of 1.5 and 
, 2.0. The shear connectors were 3/4 inch diameter studs. Their 
·.embedment length was kepf at a constant 1-1/2 inches above the t~p of· 
· .the metal deck rib.· Spacing of the connectors was at 12 and 24 inches. -
Single connectors were staggered on the flange to avoid placement 
.· dire.ctly over the web .. The degree of partial shear connection varied · 
. -between 20 arid 50. percent. -
· .. ··4·2 ·_. · . 
'.-,'~. ·- .· .. 
1 I 
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1ho AM l:, t.' ital eJK..d r 1 ,, 11 ~J t.: o tf r f, ~ ft!'l i :,c, t )1 (1 c,,n•1r ct or at rong tt, va• 
t c 11 rctO~Pttdrtl l\~ ft nhrr .. . . 
/ 
compu t t!' tt1,~ ! l exur n 1 
(. l ">' . . . . .• Dr i aco l l · ·, wt th s tmtla,r C. 
,. ,.... a , -.  ; r. ~ " • • l • - ! j, • ., ~.. " • , .. • '. .• ' • • , "' .. , .· • '.i • •. • r.: l , . r f· Ir .. · .. ~. ". ,. n· <I ,u ,,,. • '° ,_ ,~ } 'f.il .. ·1t ""' "' w ., .. !",; ·t. ~ ill' t. ~ ~ ... ~ , ... ,. - , "" .. ~ i,."" , ·~ ·' ~ ... - \.. ..i .- . "'· A ·'iJ• --
n1c ch:1rncteri::f ic~; nf 11 1 ,td ~l!l U functiof\ of midspan deflection, 
bottom f i her :t t.: rn in n t s!l i ri :: p.in, :1nd , ~ l i ~ 1 • : q ~.· , ·c , , • • - 1 · J ll I · • · l · , t ; 1. r • .. f · q t· 1, o ... j. _ ~ t . -. i... """ t • ,. .. 1 ,.,,. t .. ... 1 .... it. .. t _... .. ,._ __. \ . ... It ~ • 
recorded. In order to evaluate the behavior of tl1c studs, st:ri1ln 
prc>f i I c·s t.,1ere convc~rtec! to stress distributions t,lltich ,r1crc integrated 
to obtain nt•t .f (1 r (' ·· · · .. · ·· 1 1 1 < I 1 ·,, ,. ·) -~ 1 t • , , ft· '"'. •. ' ... I.._,.-. ' .. -._ .... ~ .... ~ .. l_ .... .,:,.. i\ssurnin.~~ that sl1L·ar is transmitted 
to the slab only b_y the shear co11ncctors, the force on the co1111ectors 
was found from equilibrium. These forces \,1ere correlated \,1i.th slip 
measurements at the connector to obtain the load-slip behavior of the 
studs . 111 e average u 1 t i rna t c s tr en gt 11 of t 11 e connectors 'tva s obtained 
from the measured flexural capacity of tl1e bcan1s. Results ,,.rere compared 
with the work of other investigators and with existing design criteria. 
The conclusions drawn from this study are the following: 
1. '!he load-deformation behavior of a stud shear connector in 
a composite beam with formed metal deck is similar to a connector in 
a solid slab composite beam. Furthennore the expression for the load-
slip relationship of a stud connector embedded in a solid slab developed 
by Ollgaard(3) can be used with equal certainty to determine the load-
. slip relationship of connectors embedded in a slab with formed metal 
· .· ... ·• deck •. •• 
, .... · 43 
. . ' . 
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2. The avor•go ultfuto 1tr,ongth ot 
• 
, h , .. • 
\. . '
Q i' - 1/2 w/h lJ l.. TI1c v,arifUtt·«· of 1r.;ol~it,·d ci,nnrctc:)ra !roa u-r u t1-uo .. 
aolid 6lab composite beam,. 
J. Composite beams vith foraed metal deck and lov degree• of par-
tial she:1r connection arc less st:tf f thnn simflar beams vith adequate 
&hear connt·ct ion. Ho\..·t·ver, tJ1i!; lo:;s 1.n sti ffnc·ss ts no more severe 
than that found in solid slab compost t{! bean1s \,ti th the s~une J c,grec of 
ahear connection. Also this loss in stiffness is far less si.gnif icant 
than the gain in stiffness to be found when compared to a similar beam 
slab sys t e n1 \.tr i th no sh car conn e c tor . For des i g n purposes the loss in 
stiffness may be taken as an interpolation between the stiffness of the 
steel beam alone and that of the composite beam with adequate shear 
connection based on the degree of partial shear connection. 
4. The flexural capacity of high strength steel composite beams 
with formed metal deck and low degrees of partial shear connection 
-. ..  
may be reliably predicted using the method developed by Slutter and 
Driscoll (4) for solid slab composite beams providing the ultimate 
connect~r strength is adjusted as recommended by Fisher(!). 
5. Shear lag is no more severe in a slab with formed metal deck 
than in 
'\__ ,--· 
solid slab. Therefore the effective slab width in composite 
beams wi h formed metal deck need not be limited anymore than for solid 
,. I 
slab ~O~osite beams. In fact the effective slab width should be 
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' ' , ., \,. ~ _. . . . ... ' 
t·i •• -
'' .·, : .. . ' '., 
the offoctlvo 1lab width ahould t11ko 1.nto account tli@ tot4l rtl11b chi.ck• 
connect ion than tl1ose vi tl1 dotiblc cortrtcctors wi tit rcnt>t,ct to beam 
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_f E BEAM C .... y C . ~ .. (psi) (ksi) (ksi) 
4350 57.7£ 2490 . 
62.4w 
1C2a .. 4130 66.0f 2480 
67.2w 
·.lC2b , . 
·3990 66.2£ 2540 
69. lw 
1C3 4840 69.2£ 2500 
74.7w 
1C4 
· 3250 64.9£ 2090 
68.2w 
*f denotes flange specimen 
w denotes web specimen 
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TABLE 2 - SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
I 
M ~ vh u (kips) vb (kip-ft) 
17.8 0.294 479.6 
17.7 0.205 534.9 
\~, 
17.4 0.267 568.9 
24.5 0.240 564.3 
20.1 0.425 660.1 
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Dcn•ity of concrete• 113.3 pcf 
f ' • 4 • 13 ks i C 
J B • 2.48 x 10 kai C 
A • 0.4418 1n2 
8 
JJlt1mate Stud Force (Solid Slab) 




• 1.106 (0.4418) (4.lJ)0, 3 (2.48 X 10J)o.44 
• 23.3 kips 
• • 
Ultimate Stud Force (Ribbed Slab), 
' 
w O -05-Q · 
"ti - rib - • h u - sol 
= 0.5 (1.5) (23.3 kips) 









. . ,; 
1 ' ,' ~ , -~ .i( 7 
: "" . -., . :• 
. -· " . .- . 
. ' 
. ~ .. . 
! - •· ' -
.:. ' . ' ·: ;; 
•• ~-. ' - ,- ~?. - ... " 7 • ~ 
' 
' . • .,- ,,•1. '' _' ..
,· ' . 
. . ',.- ~· _,._ 
. . ' 
' . 
. 
Allowable Stud Force (Ribbed Slab) . __ ·. . . . .. -
.. '" . 
1 Q --Q 
all-rib - 2 ·u - rib 
. . . - . . 
~ ., : ' ' 
• 'C c ':. > <, CC ,',. ,•l • 
. . . .. , . ' ' ' 
1 .. , 
= I c11.s kips) _ 
= 8.75 kips 
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,'."> ' t 











COHPUTATJON fOk Et~STlC AHAl~YSlS FOR SPECJKEH 1C2a 
- ·.,' ,· ' 
--- -
A119t.iou 
,. • 4.13 kai 
C 
f • 66.0 kai y 
B • 2.48 x 103 kai C 
E 
s 
D • - • B 
C 
3 29.0 X 10 • ll. 7 3 2.48 X 10 
Bffective depth of concrete• 2-1/2" 




Area y M y l 
- - t 
Slab I 20.5 20.25 414.0 4.55 • l 
Beam 11.8 8.0 94.4 7.7 




Y = 508.4 = 15 711 32.3 • 
4 I = 1651. 8 in. 
'.' 
. ' • ~ l~ .• ·., '- , . 
' . 
': ·•. ' ~·- . 
· Section Modulus • ,·. l 
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• .' .,, L 
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t 
) in. 
V'h • 9 x 8.7S • 78.75 ktpa 
.. l)_. ~ : (~fl •• Q ... 389 .I, kips 
-~ 
3 seff • 64.6 + 0.202 (10§.2 - 64.6) • 72.8 in. 




,' · - , ';, _ r r1 ~1' .. 
,.. . \ ·•,. •' 
,·. ' ·I l 
-
44 X 72.8 
12 
• 266. 9 kip-ft 
= f 8
eff y 
66.0 X 72. 8 
-
.12 
= 400.4 kip-ft 
,- - . ;,,·,.' -
.' •• :. ,i .,: \· .•. 
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• O.»s j}2i 
8 
H - K_ p • _w_. __ . l>_ 
(&) 5 
• 
266.9 - 39.4 
5 
• 45.6 kips 
M - f\, p __ y __ 
y 5 
400.4 - 39.4 
------5 
• 72.4 ·kips 





P/2 7 I • 
I 
P/2 
I!. = ~ + /J.s 
1 E~b = 2 X 3.5P x 7.0 x 4.67 (= 57.2P) 
• 
·+··SP x 9.0 x 11.5 (= 517.5P) ' ' .- " . ' ! ~ ' ' .. ' ' ~ " ' 
. 1 . 
+i X 1.5P X 6.0 X 9.0 (= 40.5P) 
• 















,. , lf_ · I oo • - C ..:/ 
= 631.9P = 24,360 
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1_2!,,~~~Ll.!t~~ ~ 0.879" 
29 X 10) )( 1652 




• A C A G w c,J 0 
1 r7 p dx + S13 p dx • -· -A G ., 4 w 0 • 7 
~ 
p (7 + 13) 12 • X 4A G 
w 
• 
45. 6 X 20 X 12 
(15. 0 X .307) X 11.5 X 
• 
• 0.052" 
A • 0.879 + O. 052 = O. 931" 
. . 
. . 
.. ,, ,.i~ I 
. .. 
' .. ·:· . 
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f • 66.0 k•i y 
A8 fy • 11.8 X 66.0 • 778.8 kipa • 
C • 17.5 X 9 • 157.5 kips 
C' • 778.8 - 157.5 • 310.7 kips 2 
F • 778.8 - 310. 7 • 468.1 k.ips 
Location of N~ut ral Axi.s (w. r. t. toe of 1116 x 40) 
c ' f 1 an~~ c = 6 6 • 0 x 7 . 0 x O . 5 0 3 c 2 3 2 • 4 t. .. , 
• c web c 66.0 x 0.307 x dw = 310.7 - 232.4 
• 78.3 kips 
dw • 0.503 + 66 _0
7
~()~307) = 4.37" 
Location of c' (w.r.t. top of W16 x 40) 
Section A 




Web 0.307 x(4.37 - 0.50) = 1.19 0.503 +(4.37; 0.50) 
• 
= 2·.44 . ~ 
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., . If + !\!3 .. 9. 9.1 t + .• Ill(" f1 ,.,, 0 ' .. ' - . _, . -•' 
-. 
• JP ! ~, ~ . ., ' 
. -- • ,t.:,,1 
Ice.= 
--~"-" ,~ - .......,.. ... .,.. - -~-~·~_-,-. = :;;:--.:-· --
Totnl 8 9. 1. 
"'------L-.a--------------=-=·=- ·=· ... ~, .. -·-=·~~~.--________ _._ ___ __, 
Yt'. • 89 • 4 • 12 • 88 u 6. 94 
UltimatP. ~foment (about c ') 
1 t - h Mu c IT [l' (yb - yt) + C (h - -2-· - + yt] 
• tl [468.1 X (12.8 - 0.8) + 157,5 X (3.0 + S.S;J,O + 0,8)] 
Ultimate Load= 
= 
• 537.3 kip-ft 
537.3 - 39.4 
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= 99.6 kips 
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